
Abstract
The objective of this cruise report is to compile the data collected by 24 undergraduate students, three staff scientists, and a visiting scientist on cruise W-S4 of the R/V Westward. The report presents an overview of the cruise with some preliminary interpretation of results. We conducted a wide variety of individual projects, and this report provides space to see how our diverse interests mesh.

Description
Woods Hole, MA - St. Lucia - Tobago Cays - Bequia - St. Thomas, USVI, 8 October 1980 - 19 November 1980

Though St. Lucia has plenty of visitors (including those from cruise ships and a steady influx of honeymooners), parts of the island have largely remained...
unspoiled due to the locals' commitment to protecting the rainforests and other natural resources. A decent percentage of the island -- some 19,000 acres -- is protected as part of the St. Lucia National Rain Forest. What development there is on St. Lucia is mostly in the area around Castries, the island's colorful, energetic capital city. It's not picturesque but it's still worth a look, especially if you're in search